Purpose: I recognized communication with professional in technology area and management science like industrial engineering because I engaged in problem solving at finance crisis and planned to collaborate with industrial engineering (IE). Reviewing this process at time 1974-1976 Oil Shock, cognitive line and adaptation boundary on borderland are estimated at time of world economic crisis 2008-2010 in psychology area as recognition, also experienced with psychologists internationally toward new solution in psychological practice. Case is studied.

Result: Study1: Merit of Internet as reconstruction of psychological knowledge is fact we have space for record(i) notes in research field) on the Internet. And man-computer interact shows its changing emotion model 2002, ISRE Cuenca) from interesting andimpressive to anxiety emotion. Recollection about cognitive line has capability to do comparison between human relation and organizational order in Japanese Railway Company and searching economic brains at Stockholm. Psychologist conference room in Beijing 2004. To understand article perception and we could gain important information by privacy in the Internet (N=150). Results: 1. We could ask

Method: questionnaires are free descriptive writing about junk mail (N=200) and friendship under virus and privacy in the Internet (N=150). Results: 1. We could ask to professional society like group coordinated at different library. But we could not ask borderless society if we could not have some index or identity. 2. Friends were found in the Internet without face perception and we could gain important information by unknown people rarely. I Word had psychological power to imagine fact. I met Chinese psychologist Qicheng Jing twice at platform Stockholm2000 and conference room in Beijing2004. To understand article from Sweden on duration, we need real world emotion on name, word and clock in Stockholm. Psychologist has common experience at same platform and conference room We could have representation and selective memory in expert problem solving. Case is not only academic psychologist but also practice in psychological development in community and sport.

Conclusion: Professional should meet to know psychologist at real status and need exists to understand critical system thinking and future in problem solving.
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